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there were also talks about the film ghulam, which is slated to release on november 5th, on the same day as duplicate. while mahesh bhatt was reluctant to comment on the ongoing legal battle over the film, he did reveal that everyone involved is set to work on the movie.
diwakar kolekar, mumbai-based film critic for the telegraph had an exclusive interview with aamir khan, where he discussed his approach to films. he has been rated as the most-watched actor in indian cinema. we will be bringing you the full interview soon. the two are also
said to have got married after a long time. an industry source had previously claimed that shah rukh khan had secretly married two women, but his exact marriage date was not made known. in january this year, shah rukh khan was also spotted walking hand-in-hand with

yuvika chaudhary at the iifa awards. nayanthara and shah rukh khan had been rumoured to have a reunion on the sets of dil dhadakne do. the film was recently completed and the two were spotted together at a location in los angeles. nayanthara and shah rukh khan are one
of the most successful romantic pair of bollywood's new age. they have starred together in a number of films, including hit films like dil dhadakne do, baahubali, dabangg, and many more. it hardly mattered. the music hit the jackpot - an unheard of 35 lakh cassettes were
sold in the first few weeks - and the film became one of the year's biggest hits. but softsell isn't always successful. subhash ghai's pardes, also working on the low-key strategy, failed to get a house-full opening night, picking up only later on word-of-mouth and its tax-free

status.of course, the product is what finally matters, bollywood pundits declare. perhaps not. indra kumar's ishq recently celebrated its silver jubilee. the film, despite the heavyweight names attached to it, couldn't muster up a decent initial. so producer gordhan tanwani got
to work: rs 1 crore was spent on tv publicity after the release.
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